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Abstract: Transport measurement is the basis of transport analysis. Its study permits us to detect problems and
ensure of the goods safety regarding their packaging. It requires sensors able to record every environmental
stress. We generally use a data recorder fixed on the exciter system and then we reproduce the signal on a
vibration table in a laboratory. But, can we record stresses by placing the sensor directly on the studied system
instead of fixing it on the truck, plane, train… or any exciter system?
Indeed, we are not always able to record this way for each case and during the whole transport duration.
Transport conditions (changes of means of transport during the journey…) and transporters’ notifications
(vehicle measurement prohibited directly on the structure, or driver efficiency study…) impose, in some cases, to
measure stresses directly on the package.
Usually, vibrations tests protocols are based on the exciter system recording and the regulation of the vibration
table.
But if the record is done directly on the packaging system, how can we realize the simulation on a vibration
table? Do these two different ways generate many results differences? And what is the best method to use?
In this work, signal of packaging system will be compared to a truck one during the same transportation. PSD
signals collected from packaging systems will be compared to PSD collected from the truck. For each
measurement point, probability densities of accelerations will also be compared. Overall, this study will allow us
to determine if a difference of severity exists between the two recording methods by using an appropriate
simulation protocol in laboratory.
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1 Introduction
The transportation of goods across the world rises up each year. These transportations generate various kinds of
constraints.
Last year, more than 300 million bottles of Champagne were sold over the world. Obviously the region
Champagne in France generates a wide distribution network.
However, due to the proximity of the producers, links between Houses of Champagne and sale points are
organized on relatively short distances. The main roads used are national roads and motorways to link the
differents cities. Pallets of Champagne are dispatched across all outlets of cities.

.
In the present case, as in many others, many transhipments and vehicle changes occur (notably during pallets
dispatching). These logistical changes do not allow us to follow easily data recorder on various truck beds. The
only way to record correctly the constraints suffered by goods is by fixing the sensors on the pallets.

In this work, we have recorded a small Champagne pallet shipping on a typical logistic path (Fig 5-a and 5-b).
The recording has been done simultaneously on the truck-bed and the base of pallet (Fig 1 and Fig 2).
Random vibration tables are able to reproduce recorded signals of shipping. Acceleration sensors permit to
regulate and control the table. Depending on the recording zone, we have realised the table regulation on the
table tray (which is usually used) or on the packaging system at the same place as the recording was done.
Those two simulations are in the same time recorded on the vibrations table by data recorders with the same
configuration of real tests. Then those two regulation zones recordings have been compared to the real ones.

Method 1: Saver on truck bed: regulation of the vibration table tray
This method is the usual one, mostly employed in transport studies [1][2][3]. It permits to have the different
constraints emitted by various transportation gears.
Method 2: Saver on pallet bottom: regulation on the bottom of the pallet.
This method is the alternative one which permits to alleviate transportation change problems. This method
consists in recording directly constraints felt by goods [4].

2 Experimentations
2.1 Packaging measurement set-up
The packaging system studied is a Pallet of Champagne on an half-European pallet of 500 = Kg. (Figure 1).
Recording systems used are Lansmont Saver 3X90, a tri-axial piezoelectric accelerometer. One of these sensors
is placed at the bottom of the pallet. This data recorder is mounted on a steel plate and fixed on the box with 4
screws (Figure 2). Experiments were carried out on three types of road: motorway, national road and city road.
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Figure 1 : Pallet of Champagne studied

2.2 Truck set-up
The second Saver destined to measure excitatory signal is mounted on a steel plate and fixed on the truck bed
with 4 screws just next to the pallet (Figure 2)

Figure 2 : Set-up of the truck

2.3 Saver 3X90 set-up
The signal is recorded continuously during all transportation phases with a:
•

+⁄− 100 g scale

•

Sample rate : 500 Hz

•

Signal filtration : 250 Hz

The signal is a continuous recording. It is composed of a 32.768 sec-events sequence. The following work
consists in comparing the recording on the pallet and the usual recording on the bed truck.

2.4 Simulation set up.
In the two cases presented below, the simulation is recorded simultaneously with two identical savers (SAVER
3X90) in the same configurations as during the real transport.
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3 Regulation on the pallet
The regulation captor is fixed on the saver which was used to record the constraints suffered by the pallet. This is
the second simulation method. The aim of this simulation is to be able to reproduce the stresses suffered by and
recorded on the pallet.

Figure 3: Simulation of the pallet transport.

4 Regulation on the table tray
In the first simulation method, the table is regulated as usual, on the vibration table tray. The truck recording is
reproduced.

Figure 4 : Simulation of the truck.

5 Detail of the journey
Chapagne pallet was shipped between two cities : Reims (Marne, France) and Châlon-en-Champagne (Marne,
France) (Fig 5-a and 5-b). This journey has three distinct phases: National road, motorway and city road.
_The first phase: National road form Reims to Châlon-en-Champagne (45 km) (grey).
_The second phase: Motorway from Châlon-en-Champagne to Reims (50 Km) (white).
_The third phase: City road: Reims (15km) (black).
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Figure 5-a : Global itinerary of the truck

Figure 5-b : Global itinerary of the truck focused on the city part

6 Result of differences phases.
6.1 National road comparison.
The different statistical parameters are grouped on Figure 6 so as to realise a scheme of both signals. Concerning
the level distributions parameters, the second method presents a slight advantage for both the recording and the
regulation on the pallet (method 2). We can also notice that the maximal acceleration recorded during the
transport is much better represented by both the recording and the regulation on the pallet. Only the mean Grms is
more coherent with the truck recording (method 1). The PSD reproductions are equivalent for both methods.

6.2 Motorway phase.
The motorway phase delivers less powerful low frequencies than the national road and higher PSD for
frequencies over 10Hz. Apparition probabilities densities stand equal to those from the national road.
On Figure 7 we grouped the different statistic parameters as to realise a scheme of the two signals. Concerning
the level distributions parameters there is a slight advantage for method 1. Nevertheless we notice that the
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maximal acceleration measured during the transport is much better represented by method 2. The recording and
regulation on the pallet provides better results too.

6.3 City road phase.
We can see on Figure 8 that the city phase is different from the other ones. The low speed, the numerous stops
and turns increase the low-level accelerations probabilities a lot.
On Figure 8, concerning the distribution parameters levels, both methods stay quite far from reality but gaps are
identical. This difference can be due to the Gaussian-like nature of the signal emitted by the table though the real
signal corresponds to a modified Gaussian [5][6]. Nevertheless we notice that both the maximal acceleration
recorded during the transport and the PSD levels are much better represented by both the recording and the
regulation on the pallet (method 2). Moreover PSDs are equivalently more respected in both cases.
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Figure 6 : Comparison between method 1 (top) and method 2 (bottom) on national road.
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Figure 7 : Comparison between method 1 (top) and method 2 (bottom) on motorway
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Figure 8 : Comparison between method 1 (top) and method 2 (bottom) on city road
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7) Conclusion.
Given the different results for the different phases we cannot conclude on the viability of one method compared
to the other one. The usual recording method consisting in fixing the sensor on the excitatory system (truck,
train, boat...) provides satisfying results as long as the regulation is done on the vibration table tray. The method
consisting in fixing the sensor on the studied system is as pertinent providing that the vibration table regulation is
made directly on the packaging system close to the recording zone.
Given these results, it is possible during an international transportation study comprising many transportation
changes and many handling to make the recording on the packaging system. Then the regulation of the vibration
table must be done on the packaging system.
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